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ABSTRACT

-- The present report is a foilow;up on third year pupils served by the

reading center project during the 1972-73 school year. The original, study showed

pupils who ,7participated in the project tended to score higher on,reading tests

than would Apparently have otherwise bden the case. The present study sought to

4

document whether or not these.apparent gains would still hold up-about sixteen

months aft

1

r partiodpants left the program. Another less rigorous study conducted

7

several-y rs ago had indicated such gains had held up'. 'The present-study also

supporte 4 .this contention. There was, however, in this stUdY a somewhat consis-

'tent but nonsignificant (in a statistical sense) tendency for gains to be main-

tained better among black than white pupils.,

The predecessors of this study helped focus national attention upon the

ocal reading center program. The American Institute of Research (AIR) used the

documentattob which has'been accuMulated regarding the effectiveness of this pro-

gram as a basit for identifYing it as an exemplary program. The findings of this

report basically reinforce the conclusions of the previous studies.

Additional supporting evidence regarding the'effectileness of this

'p rogram was provided byla recently completed evaluation of the local ESSA program.

.PilethOds and materials developed and used at the reading center were applied to

over 2500 local first and second year pupils identified as,needing help in reading

on the basis of low test scores. The evaluatilie evidence indicated that the SAA

pupils so served, performed'better in reading than would have otherwise been the

case: Without the reading center, stet results might not have been obtained.

A

The conclusions of this report'were designed to promote constructive

and critical thinking. Even though thecevidence was strong that the'reading

center,was benefiting those served, the criterion for selecting particIpants

was'changed during the 1973-74 school yeat. Beginning then, those "most in need"

ratherthan those' "ready to benefit" from these services were served by the

center. -Although the ESSA evaluation seemed to indicate that pupils "most in

need" coUldbenefit from methOds and materials developed at' the,center, no "hard"

evidenck is presently-available to document,whether or not the program is equally

effective,With pupils selected on the basis of the new criteria. The type of

"performance-data" presently used to evaluate the program cannot proVide such

"hard" evide4ce. In any case this programs recognition.by AIR should serve'to

alert decision-makersat the local,- state and federal' level as to just howrare

and uncommon it is for a program such as this to be able to document its success

with,"hard" evidence. Although it is important to find out if-the program is ,

'equally successful in serving pupilt on a "most in need" basis,'the.program's'

effectiveness with pupils meeting its previous criteria for selection points out

that Compensatory fundinp should'be allocate4 to insure that all local pupil&

who can benefit from reding center Services, do in fact recefve these services.

Finally there is a need for further reflection bY decision-makers rd-
.

garding the contributionsl,which can be-made'bi'-those familiar, with tests and

measuipments and evaluative techniques to substantiating and implementing local

'projs. For example, an evaluative technique which, is. useful'for one purpose

may be quite nacceptable when extended into inother area. Also t6ts are hot

infallible and, if used as selective devices, they must be supplemented'by other

seleCtive criteria. Otherwise pupils will be selected fOr project participation

who should not be and others will be left out who should be included.

,



INTRODUCTION:

READING CENTER.: 1972-73 FOLLOW-UP STUDY

This study's purpose was to ass ss.the long run benefits of partIcipation

in the.edading center program. The readihg center progeam features a clintca1

approach with an emphasis upon diagnosis and individualization.* The reading

center has been continuously evaluated by thisidepartment since the 19671-68 school

year,** Results of previous studies were essentially supportive of the center in

that it appeared participants made significant gains in reading skills which they

still mqintained one year after being in the provam. This report is organized so

that the main body is directed to the lay reader. The more detailed and tedious

material is appended:

PROCEDURES:

,

,
)

The-1972-73 school: year presented local evaluators- with a somewhat unique

opportunity to implement a more rigorous research design than had been possible in

Previous years. Because more pupils were eligible for project participation than

the program could house, it'was possible to randomly select, a control group from

the list of all eligible pupils.

'The' "magic" of randomization is that it *vides an effectiVe control for

all extraneous factors which could be associated with differences between-pupils'

test scores. The 1972-73 study*** therefore provided a highly defensible assessment

of at least the short term benefits of the-project. The present study was "built

in" to the design of the 1972-73 study. In additjon to randomly selecting a con-

trol group (control group #1) a second control group was selected from-seven schools

whfch were not serVed by Title I. The pupils in the second control group (Control'

group #2), were vlected in September/1972 on the basis of sdreening tests.admin-

istered by readirt center fierftnel./

Because entry tnto the project bf pupils in control group #1 was,:delayed

until summer rather than deniedlit was thought'that control group #2 would serve

as the comparison group for the presently geOrted longitudinal study.

i The results of the 1972-73 study indicated that a randoM sample of the

third year pupils served by the project attained a higher level of reading pro-

ficiency than would have been ltkely had they not entered the program. This in-

creased proficiency was maintained-four months subsequent to pupils dismissal from

the program. The present study was designed to see if participants still maintained

their advantage about sixteen months after leaving the program. In brief, had the

gains "washed out" over time?

As it happened; only a.few members of control cgroup #1 took advantage

df their opportunity to participate in the prdgram during the summer. Thus parIiii;

cipants. could be compared witn both control groups.. All testing in the 1972-73"

study was carried but by reading center personnel: The present study was

strengthened in that the criterion reading tests Were administered completely

4ndependently of the reading center as part of a countywide testing program. The

standardi'zed tests used in the countywide testing were not:the Same'as those used'

bY reading centerpersonnel,

*Persons interested in a detailed description of the program may contact Misl Louise

.Sears, Reading Center, The School Board of Broward County, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

**See Research Repofts #15, 29, 35, 36, 51 and 67.

***Report #68.
4
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LIMITATIONS,

'Because of attrition the findings could only apply-to pupilS still

enrolled in the county. The ading centerliad,for several years served the

schools from which control g up #1 was randomly'drawn. Becatse of this, com-

parisons between control gro p #1 and participants were.guite likely subject to

.a limitation refecred to by researchers nas "contamination." Were pupils in co-
trol group.#1 rea ly the s me as they would have peen had the reading center not

existed? .It is plausible that these pupils received indirect benefits due to the

reading center before, d ring and after the,time of the study.

On the other hand, comparisons betweeniControl group #2 and participants
were'subject to a li tation researchers call "confounding." 'Even though statis-

tical procedures wer uslt tO "control for" pre-test differences, factors stich as,
socip-economic diff rences between the pUOil populations of Title I and non
Title I schools co ld have influented differences in post-test.performance. This

"confounding" prevented one from being certain that the only difference between

the participants and control group #2 was entry into the reading center.

Such limitations are inherent in almdkeany practical study of ongoing

educational programs. °In the present study, the fact that the two control groupsri

Were available,provided an opportunity to see if findings of bop comparisons'

were congruent. The study was also strenOthened in that a previous study bad

ijidicated long.run'as well as short run gains. The congruence of the findings,of

dies conducted at different times and using different approaches provides what

s probably the strongest case far drawing justifiable conclusions from the appli-

cation of research methods in educational contexts. In the case of(the reading

center, yet another source of supporting evidence became aitailable at the time

this'report was written. Methods and materials Used bY reading,center personnel
were.bodily incorporated into the local Emergency School Aid,Act (E9AA) reading

program implelented during the 1973-74 school year. Results._of evaluations of

the ESAA prngram were therefore also pertinent to building a body of congruent

findings rejariling at least the short teem effectiveness of the reading center

program. :These findinqs will be discussed in the conclusions section.

RESULTS

COmparisons involving the first control group were clear-cut in the area

of reading vocabularY. The experimental group scored significantlY higher than

control group #1 on the reading vocabulary test. 'Although findings on the reading

comprehension test tended to be favorable to center participants, results'were not

statistically significant. Further, one could interpret the favorable trends in

either of two ways. .0ne interpretation would be that differences between white

pupils tended to. "washout", but black pupils who participated tended to maintain

their "edge" over the control group. This tendency approached statistical signi-

ficance. The teit ofrsimple differences, collapsing across races, also approached

statistical significance.
A

Comparisons involving the second control group on the reading vocabulary'

;test revealed the presence of,a highly complex relationship invobiing race, treat-

rment and pre-test scores. HOWever, apparently pupils of both races who scored low .

on the pre-testS.and Most black pupils benefited from partiCipation in the program.

On the reading comprehension test, sfmple overall differences favOring participants

weiT statistically'significant However, again there was a tendency for program

participation to benefit blacks more than whites which approached, but did not

reach,statistical significance.



CONCLUSIONS

The lindings of this study seemed to indicatethat participants' gains

tended to be maintained tixteen Tonths after finishing the program. There was

some,'but by no means conclusive, evidence that black participants may have

benefited more in the.long run than did white participants.

°
Further congruent evidence regaAling at leatt the short run impact of

.the reading center upon county-pupils was provided by another study completed in',°

f the fall of.1974,* 4Methods and Materials used in.the clinical-remedial program

at the reading center were used fn A preventive-developmental program which served

over twenty-five hundred'first and second year pupils from thirty-local schools

whdAiad initially scored very low on standardized reading readiness tests. .It wat

found that .pupils who were so served appeared to perform better on criterion

reading tests than would have otherwise been the'case: Thus, yet another source

:of data pointed in the same direction as the present study and previous studies.-

BeginnIng With the 1973-74 school year the reading center altered its

screening procedureS, 1:7rior to that time the center essentially served pupils'

with low achievement who had. the )otentialto do better. Perhaps it would be

accurate to saS, that e'readjpess" as the criterion for program entry. .In 1973-74

the.program began-,to serve'pupilS,on the.basis of "most in need." Pupils with

the lowest.scores on standardized tests were the ones eligible-to enter the pro-

gram with little regard for other factors. It might be mentioned that the ESAA

-project and-the reading center both served pupils on the basis of "most in need,':

Both therefore had to develop "readiness" components for pupils who were not

sufficiently advanced to be exposed to the.methods and materials which have pri-.

marily Constituted the program component which the research department has eval-!

uatedover the years. ,The resOts of the ESAA project evaluatioh were encouraging.

However, it has not Yet been possible for this department to document the impact

of the reading center program upon its current enrollees,
-

The research evidence has provided a strong case for concluding thatms

pupils.benefited from the reading center program prior to the change in selection-

procedures. Furt*rmore, the ESAA evaluation provided a strong hint that methods

and materials developed and used,at the reading center could-be effectively

"exported" to in-school programs serving primary level pupils who:were identified

as being at the lowest levels in terms of measurable reading skills.

Plans are currently underwayo-implement the types of in-depth research-

studies of the current readfing Center project as have been done in the past. What-

ever the liesults of future studies, however, the weight of the evidence suggests

strongly that a significant segment of local pupils ha;e benefited from the\reading

center program. The recent national attention focused upon the reading center as

a result of the American'Institute of Research (AW's efforts to identify
e*emplary reading programs should suffice to indicate how uncommon it is for such

a program to be able to rigorously document its effectiveness in terms of pupil

outcomes. This report further reinforces the documentation. Therefore, even if

subsequent evaluations indicatelhe program is not as effective when implemented .

on a serving those "most in need" basis, the results of the research to date should

be put to positive use.

There,may well be a\need for-local, state, and federal officials asWell

as advisory groups, to pause Ind reflect upon questions such As "Are some pupils

who could be helped by this p gram now being excluded by the new criteria?"

*See 1973-74 Final Technical P gress Re ort, Emer enc School Kid Act ESAA

Basic Grant - OEG-4-73-1493.
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"Are group administered standardized testresults,really so infallible that.they'/cdn serve as a good basis for identlfying pupils most in need of help?" "Is the r e

anything to the concept, of maturational .readiness and,if so. what, where, and

how should programs be developed and implemented forimpils who are slow to

develop?"
,

Another area .4 also deserved careful-attention is the curre t

emphasis upon attaini g p
e -

,41. nce objectives as an evaluative device. P rformance

objectives provide a cial means ofvalidating what a program ca be

'expected to achieve. or -x:' 1 -, test results might show that pupils wil gain

a certain number of grade eq tiont months after program participation -OtherS.

considering implementing such a program with similar pupils can\expect to attair0

similar rdsults. Given aCcurate information based,upon research or previous

experience vith the same popblation and instrument, it also makes sense to set

realistic objectives and make their achievement an importanaluative criteron.

Simple analogies with toothpaste ads may clarify the logic'of the above. Use of 1

brand A by a certain population may be associated with an average of X number of .

cavaties per.person over a specified time. This validates for other members of

thatpopulation what they might.expect-from using brand A. Of course, to use this

data to evaluate brand A would require knowing the normal rate of cavaties per

person,in that population over the same time spap. The danger of using performanc

objectives lies -hi making unwallranted evaluative assumptions, often at the stage

of specifying objectives. Persons who are not at homd-in the area of tests and.

measuremerits cannot be-expected to be familiar with the many traps and pitfalls

associated with trying.to accurately measure changes in test performance.*

Because of this, the extension of the cldtms Of essentiallyvaliditational studies

into the evaluattve.domain can often be demonstrated to Produce erroneous'con-

clusions. For example, the gain of a ricirm group tannof be compared with the gain

Obtained by a certain subpopulation selected on the-basis of re,eiving low initial

ed/4
te;t results. Unless a test is perfectly reliable, negative e oes of measurement

144 occur a disproportionate number of times in,the select_ group. The group

as a whole can beexpected with mathematical certainly to score higher on a second

administeation of the test. In' bref, some of the."gain" between pre and post

tests obtained by a group so sele ed is due to errors of measurement rather than

program benefits. Furthermore, if projects use sboring low on one fallible

standardized test as,the single criterion for selecting pupirs."most in need";

many children will be selected who tually are not as much in nlid as many

children who are not selected,

% The above statements only reflect on the nature of tests'and measurements.

However, they do lend support to the need for systematic program evaluation to

assi,st in making major educational decisions,whiCh will influence the welfare of

_pupils in rieed of compensatocy services. For example, a strong case can be made

in terms of the present evidence for assuring that pupils demonstrating low achieve-

Anent with a potential to do better receive.the kinds of services offered by the

readi 115 center, as our evaluative ev4dence'shows that these students do benefit /

signifi ntly from the services. An'tqually strong case can be made for demanding

that si lar hard evidence be secured whenever possible to- substantiate all simil

project's at the lotal, state and national level-, A correlary of this is that a

hard look needs to be taken at various means of evaluating such prgjects in order

that decision makers can be informed and confident abbut how much credence to pY
0: in evaluative claims.

,

*8ee for examp e, Chester Harris, ed, Problems in Measuring Change, The University

of Wisconsin Press, Madison, 1967. -

-4- (



PROCEDURES:

APPENDIX' 1.%

Two control group were selec
(control group #1) was randomly selet
for entrtice to'the program. Availa

pupils. It was therefore,made stric
not receive program services dtiring

to control group #1 pupils thAesu
only five Pupils in control group
the subsequent year. Controt,gro
employed regular project screeni
schools. Third year pupils in t
for project participation compo
sisted of a random sampte of h
the fall of the 1972-73 school

4

. Forril A of.the Gates

constituted theAnitial.sree
reading scores on the Gates.
test:readIng scores were obt
May, 1974. ,The Com rehens
level 2 was the test used-i

7 'Student I.O. num
reqords Used in the preced
'attrtficin which occgrred
6tudents.in control group

Control Group #1
Control Group #2
Exp. Group

AIMITATIONS:

'

ed in the1972-73 study. One Conerol !group '.

ed frompthe,pool of third year pupils,dligible

e fatilities could not.accommodate'alT eligible .

ly a matter ofchanue,as to which/pupils would

the regular school .yedr. The progAm was open ,

er. However, a vheck ofirecords revealed that

1 entered the reading center'that/summer or during'

p #2 was:selected by reiVing center personnel who

ests Aurtng, September,1972,,in seven,nonproject
et the/tcrtening criteria
xperimental.group con-
the reading center during

is 'short form IQ test .

. he September, 1972,
he present study. Poltt.'

program carried out 1-14----c
,

expanded edition, ,s*

e n nproject'schools who
ed control group #2:-'4 ie
rd.year pupils'enrolledra

year. /

TesV and the
in Septetber

rimar

. ,

Readin
ng cr teria.use

/.
twere used a re-tests in

ined from a couvt -wide testin
e T sts of Basic Skills CTBS)

t e cOuntwide a m nistration./
I , /

ers were usid to match counOwidetest,,r-es ts-with

ng Teading'tenter stUdy. 'able 1 illustrates the -

ring the course of the evaluative period. five pf the

#1 were eliMinated because th y latee entered the fil'rogralil.

TABLE_I
- ATTRITION

OriWal Sample' First Study (Ma )

N

128 11.5

119 107

,

Fo1Tqw-u0 Study (May)
N

- I

o

Oinparisons beZ6en control group #1 and;the experimental group were'
1

soundest from a methodological viewpoint. Membership in'these groups depended upon

random assignment from a common population. The principal limitation upon such,.

comparisons centers upon e problem of contamination. The
,

reading center had

,served project schools o many years. .It was therefore'questiongleu as to whether

or not the children in c trol groupf#1'had not already-received indirect benefits .

f m the 'reading center. 14iey may well have not sCored at high: for example, on '.

thei pre tests had the rea 'Mg anter prograA not existed in previous years. .

\S .e principal limitation of comparisons involving Control Group #2 was
.

conrou g. Differences between,this group and-the experimentalxoup could have

been du to factors other than participation in the reading-center program. For '

-exampl , the population factors which determined which Wrools would be designated /

as Title:I schools could obviously be,an-independent.so rce Adifferences in test

41

95,



results between control group #2 and the exPerimental groUp. Although ,the same -

statistical procedures were used in making the comparisons, the interpretation 6f

the analyses differs. In the case of comparisons invosfting control group #2, it .

was posited that pre-test scores were probably somewhat asvciatgd with other con-'

foundidg factors. The statistical -tests simply,attempted Ob isolate the contri-
biltion of the program which was not confondedwith race and the pr'e-testlscores.

In tbe comparisons with"the first control group, pre-test differences and differences.

in the proportion of black pupils In eac group could Pe regarded as-artsing due-tp

sampling errorsrrather thah confounding factors. .

,

As has been noted, both procedures had inherent limitations. Concurrence

of results from both comparisdns would, of course, provide the most acceptai.;14(

evidence regarng the prvence or absence of a signifiCant programeffect.
,

l

O. The problem of attrition simply limited the generalization's of ;tie find,-

ings to pupils like the ones who could be locate for re-testing. A

One limitation of the preceding studymas eliminted in the present
fol)ow-up study. The criterion test in the present study,was not administered by

.neading.center personnel.

Finally, it must be led that the reading ce ogram has begn

tinuously evaluated since the 1967-68 schoolyear.* A pr 'to s, less rigorous,,
follow-up study had indicated that the program had seemed to roduce long term-

benefits to pupils. So long as the results of this study Toma'ned consistent with

the previous one, the cumulative evidence would appear to SU'tify drawing fairly

strong conclusions, from the present study, despite the aforeme tioned limitations.

_

RESULTS

DESCRIPTIVE:

MeanS (averages) and standard deviations for the three grolkps involved

in'this study,are summarized in Table II. Groups are further.subdivided by race.

. TABLE II
Means and Standard Deviations

. '

(Raw Scores)

Gates Pre-Tests CTBS Post)esti.

Groups Read Voc Read Comp Read Voc .Read Colla
Race Treatment N 7,1 M SD ar a §.L.3

White Exp 34 23.3 6.5 12.1 4.5 22.7 1.6 -23.9 , 10,0

Whale Corit #1 19 27.1 7.4, 13.7 4.7 23.5 0.4 26.1 10.6

White Cont./a 54 22.7 g7.4 11.5 .5.0 22.1,)8.5 22.7 9.6

Black Exp 48 21.0 6.3 120,9 4.8 22.4 6.9 24:1, 8.8

Biack Cont #1 ; 22 24,5 6.5 12.8 19.9 7.2 19.5 9.1

Black Cont 42 41 168 7.5 10:0 4.9 16.8 8.4 16.2 8.6

Table II indicates that theisurviving members of control group #1 tended
to score higher on the pre-tests than4did other groups. It would go-beyond the

avai101e facts to attempt to explain 6is phenomena. However, some.of it was

due to sampling error, because the same tendency was present in the preceding

study independently of the attrition factor.** It was also the case in the

*See Research Department Reports Nos. 15, 29, 35, 36, 5 , 67.

-,**See Report #68, page 3.
-6- 9
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precedin,c-g sttsdy that control/T-ouri 12fell below the othet/groups on the pre-tests.-),

. 14rt of the reasoriffor theserpre-test differences f4vorin4 gtoups from project

.schoolS may.have been the "contam4nating" effect of the reading center. Neither

grpupMay:have done so weV had their schools not been served by the reading center

ovbr the years. IThe part cularly Tow.performaue of black pUpils in control grOup

42,,mak,bb of some substantive significance. gere fewerblack pupils in project

,

schoblewhO4were identified as needing help in'reading:performing as low as similar

pupils fn.nOnprofect SChools? .
,.

. ,

Study ofTable II can help',iniinterpretingsaMe of the statistical find-

ings which fdllow. For exatple, a tentency can be 41 scerned fat black experimental

pupils to have diene relatively better an the post t sts than did white experimental

ils, notwithstanding pretest differences.

STATISTICA". ANANSES.:

PROCEDU

h.

'A veition'of a MANQVA program developed by Eliot Cramer was-used jn the

analyses wh(b follow.* A more detailed summary of the statistical talAles is.

appended. AltwO factor analysis of Covariance design was used whichIcillowed the

basic logi'c of *del reduction inherent in the MANOVA program.. The tao factors

were race and-treatment. Pre4est reading vocabulary and comprehension seores

were covaried. The MANOVA logic for model reduction iS one which procedes from

.the complex to the simple.

Three tests ofsigp fi nce were of relevance to the present study.

/

lo 'Test of the equality of cell regression coefficients:

Esvntially, this- is utest of a complex iftterictionrinvolving both

factors and the tvio covariates. .Significant results Would show

that he post test results depended simultaneouslY upon how well

pupils did on the pre-tests as well as their race-treatment gi-oup

member hip. , t '"

Test of therace-treatment interactionf

This is a test for an interaction between the two group membership

factors. For example; blacks in he experimental group might have

fared rela ively better-than w6ites in the experimental group'.

3. Test for the treatment main effect:

This is a test of the simple difference betweer, all members of

p
the two treatment group. -

.

The MANOVA logic,dictates that proceedingwith tests of simpler models

,epends upon rejecting'the preceding tests of more complex models. IV, for

exatiole;,themodpl which bett fits, the facts;(or at least cannot be rejected at

4 title .05 level of)significance) involves a
complex interaction, the analyses cease:,

c\
WERIMENTAL GROUP VS. CONTROL GROUP #1(

. .

.,

,41loalyses proceeded past the test of equality of regression coefficients.

The race,treatment interaction appr,pached significance (P less than-.089) at the

convbntiOnal .05 level on the reading omprehension test. This was primarily

because black-experimental puOils tend d to.fare relatively better than white

*Cramer, liotand Sherin, Richard J. 10,VA, Mul,tivatiate Analysis,of Variance,

program distributed by Clyde Cbmputing Sepwice, Box 166, Coconut Grove Station',

Miami', Florida. .



experimental pupils. Acceptance of this hypothesis is primarily a judgmental

rather than a statistical decision. 41 table of adjusted.reading.cemprehension

mean scores is. provided below for the elucidation of these who feel that this

model maY best fit the facts. The mean'scores'are adjusted for pre-test. differ-

ences (as though all four groups scored the same on the pre-tests).

Rate

Adjusted Means

Treatment

For Reading
Control

N

TABLE III
Comprehension Interaction

Group #1

Adjusted Mean (Read Cbmp)

White Exp. 34 24.3

White Cont. #1 19 24.3

Black Exp. 48 24.7

Black Cont #1 22 19:0

One can see from the above that in terms of this model only black

experimental pupils benefited from the program.'-

The test of the simple treatment difference was signtficant (P less

than .013) for the reading vocabulary test and approached significance for the

comprehension test (P less than .067). A table of adjusted meals is provided

below.

-P

. TABLE IV
Adjusted Means for Tests of Simple.Treatment Differences

Control Group #1

Grdup N Adjusted Mean Plead Voc) Adjusted Mean (Read Comp

Exp 82 23.I 24.7 7

Copt #1 41 20.1 21.5_,

One can see-from the above that acceptance of these models leads to the

conclusion that evetyone, regardless of race or pre-test scores, tended to score

higher if a member of*the experimental rathet than control group. This simple

conclusion was clearly warranted bythe,sequence of statistical tests in the case

of reading vocabularly scores. In the case of the Comprehension test the only

conclusion that was warranted, if one adheres strietly to the .05 convention of
statistical,significance,westhatthe gr'oups were not different. This would imply

, that participatiomin the 'readtng.center prograrn was not associated with signifi-

1\ cant differences in reading-comprehension test results. As was noted, it is really

not a statistical matter as to whether or not'the models depi-cted in either of

the tables, or the friodel involving no effect, Was the model which best fitted the

facts concerning reading comprehension scdres. *, ,

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP VS.,CO,NTROL GROUP. #2'

The hypothesis of equal regtession coefficients could not be accepted

in the case of the reading vocabulary test (P less than .042). This indicated

that pupils' performance nbt only depended upon,their race and treatment group,

but also upon how they.scored on the two pre-tests. S uch complex relatio9Ships

are difficult to clearly depict. Table'V reflects a rathe 'novel attempt to

clarifyPthe interaction. The first row in the table illustr tes,what the trieap

scores on the vocabularly test would have4ten had all groups scoted the *same

average on the two prertests as did the Wh;Ite eirmental.group (i.e. 23.3 and

nt12,1). The 'seco row Shows'the estimatecemean terms of all groups receiving

Af'-
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the same average scores on the pre-tests at 121id the white control kup (i.e.,

22.1 and 11.5) and so on.

The "If" columns-depict each of the, four groups and report theirpre-test

scores. he "Then" columns show how each group would have f4red under the circum-

stances of having the same average pre-test'scores as each of the "If" groups.

As can be,noted from Table II, the bracketed diagonal entries'are the average

scores the groups actually received.

. TABLE V -

Istimated Vocabulary Scores Oased upon the Pre-Test Scores

Recetved by eaCh of the Race-Treatment Groups

Control Grou0 #2

"THEN"

"IF" Estimated Scores

Gr_22.2.-1
Pre Voc. Pre Comp. White Exp White Cont Black Exp Black Cont

White Exp 23.3 12.1 , (22.7) '23.2 . 22.9 21.6

White Cont 22.1 11.5 23.8 (22.1) , 22.1 20.7

Black Exp 21.0 12.9 224 20.9 (22.1) 20.0

Black-Cont 16.8 10.0 19.0 17.5 19.0 (16.8)

The table indicates that theestimates for the black experimental pupils

were,higher than for the black control pupils, given all four actual permutations

of the average pre-test scores. The differences were most pronounced under the

circumstances of low scores on'both tests.(the black'Tontrol group 'situation).

Extension of these results beyond the table would hove' shown cqntrol group black*

, would have been estimated to da bette than experimental group blacks only when

. their'Ore-test vocabulary scores were h and pre-test comprehension scores low.

If any black children actually eXisted who scored quite a bit higher on their

initial reading vocabulary test than on their reading comprehension test, the

above results would lead one to conclflde their progress in reading vocabularly

would not have been helped by the reading center program. More generally, the

benefts of the reading center in terna of reading vocabularly seemed most pro-,

nounced for black pupils with low scores on both pre-tests.

Happily for the sake of clarity much the same sort of relationship

existed among the two white groups, but in a more Pronounced way. In this case

also,white pupils with high pre-testNiocabularly scores but low pre-test compre-

hension scores would apparently have been bettef off outside the center. Conversely

white pupils with low pre-test vocabulary scores, but high coMprehension scores

would have apparently benefited greatly from the program.

Table V was constructed about actual permutationt of average score$,

because projecting to the above extremes would be meaningless since fea or no

pupils actually scored so" differently an the two tests. The general conclusion

from Table y would be that experimental group.whites who sccired low on the pre-

tests appeared to do relatively better after treatment than was the case with

experimental group whites who scored higb.on the pre-tests:

The reader must be warned that at this level of complexity, it may well,

be advisable to Simply regard the above-results as "noise". The imorobable can ,

and will happen simply as a matter of chance. If the Oresent study were repeated

severartimes, and the Same complex interaction emerged each,time,, it would_

warrant serious consideration. Then one could use the results, forexample, to-



.

select.pimils for project entrance who would benefit mOst from the prograM.

Similarly, one wOuld exClude from the project pupils who would be better off

elsewhere:- As Ratters stand,.the same relationship did not exist in comparisons

: with control group-#1. or comparisons involving the comprehension test. There is

.no way to know ifthe relationship would emerge again in a repetition of the

- stUdy. It-pay be best-to interpret the results on,the reading vocabulary test
-

_ in Table V as:simply-yielding favorable projections for experimental group pupils,

,espeOally bMtks,under most realistic instanCei. .

-

The. statistical tests involving reading comprehension scores,yielded

,slightly more,clear-cut,results. The interaction between race and treatment

approached significance (P less than .077). Table VI is provided as a service

.
to readers who may wyo to further interpret this result. Since, a similar .

intaaction approaChed significance in comparisons'involving control group #1,'

1.more credence nay be added to this possible interpretation.

TABLE VI
Adjusted 'Meansfor Reading ComprehensiOn Interaction

Control Group #2. 4

s

Rtcs.

White
White
Black
Black

Treatment 'N'

34

54
48

41

Adjusted-Means
it'

(Read Comp.)*

Exp
Cont #2.

Exp
Cont #2

22.7
22.3

., 23.4

18.6 2

One can see from the above that acceptance of the "interaction model

AmOties that black. pupils seemed to have benefited more from the reading center

in the long run than white pupils.

The simple test ofmain effect differences was significant (P less than .

.037),. From-a strictly statistical*standpoint, therefore, this model warrants

more credence-than the interaction Model. Table VII depicts adjusted means,lbr

this model.

TABLE VII
9

Adjusted Means For Simple Treatment Differences

Control Group #2

Groups

X*P.
Cont #2 95'

Adjusted Means (Read Comp.)

23.2
20.6

On the above interpretation given equal pre-test scores, pupils Of

both4Ptices scored higher, if in the-experimental group.

A

(

*The a sted means for this table depended upon fittingAt4 on to different

data an that used in constructing Table III. This is

117.

djusted means for

the xperinental groups are not the same in the two tabl0 e-
main value of the

table lies ih showing the size of contrasts, not in the e ct values derived from

the es imating procedures. sThe same applies to Tables IV,and VII.

-10- 1-



SUMMARY

The basid trends in the data were favorable to project puplls.

-Apparently.project benefits were not "washed out," even after the passage'

of,about a ydar and one-half. Results viere not sufficfently clear cut to

wirrant concluding that pupils "across the bard" benefited equally from the

program. There was some indication that lonllarm.results of participation

might have been greater for blacks than whites, especially in the area of

-reading comprehension. The,white-black interaction tendency was not as con-

sistent in the area of reading vocabulary. One of the comparisons (control

group,#1) involving this area was favorable to reader center pupils regardless

found to be associat ith rea ing center participation,-complicatedthe re-
of-race. However, differe 'n pre-test scores as well as race,, which. were0

sults of the second comparisons. Whether such a complex relationship actually

Wsted-or was just due to "chance" conjunctions of data cannot be known. .In

any event, the overall trends in even the complicated case were mostly favorable

eto reading center participants.

The-available evidence was basically sufficient to conclude that

participation in the reading center program was probably associated with better i

tong term test performance. Theibcomplexities which appeared in the data,

especially those involving differential benefits for blaCks,vere not firmly

enough established,by this study to warrant decision-making concej.

4

4.
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APPENDIX B

STATISTICAL TESTS

(

/ TABLE I

Tests of Equality of Regressión Coefficients:
i

/First Control vs ExRerimental

TEST OF F P-less than

-geia-Voc .
..

Read Voc. 6,111 1.18 .322

Read'Comp, 6,111 .80 ' .573

Second Control vs Experimental

Read Voc. 6,165 2.24 .042*

Read -Comp.- 6,165 .90 .493

TABLE II

TestS of Treatment - Race 'Interaction:

q

,

TEST . DF .

A Read Vot. 1,117

Read Comp. 1,117

:Read Voc.

Read .Comp

Fitt Control vt. Experimental

F' P less than

, 93
2.94 .N79

Nia

4 ( '

Second Control vs. Experimental

1,171
.1 117

1.57
3.17

TABLEIII
Tests-of Treatment Main Effect:

.

TEST DF

Read Voc. 1,117

Read Comp. 1,117

'-

Read Voc. 1.171

Read Comp. 1,171

. .212

)- .077

TirseControl vs. Experimental
F P less than

6.40. .013

, 3.41 4067 .

.Second Control vs. Uperimental

.80 ' .373

4.41 .037

*Since the interaction was significant atthe .P5 level, the remaining analyses

^of reading votabulary scores werf Superfluous fronir-the stantpoint of the MANOVA

logic. In brief, the hypothesis that the interaclaon model held could not be

rejected.


